
Beauty & Bionics
Concepts. Materials. Success.

European Prosthetic Roadshow



Join us on our tour of Europe with a young, international team of renowned 
dental speakers.
The lectures will focus on the wide variety of prosthetic possibilities available to 
you through bredent's systems and materials. Regardless of whether you're in 
Japan, England, Spain, Romania, Greece, Mexico, Serbia, Italy, Germany or India, 
our creative, experienced and modern speakers have one thing in common: a 
skillful combination of physiological framework and veneering materials, clear 
treatment planning for predictable results and appropriate use of modern digital 
techniques. Paired with a wealth of dental experience and each technicians' per-
sonal touch, this tour is opportunity to learn from a range of international patient 
cases, each solved using innovative, tested techniques. 

Modern and practical. By practitioners for practitioners. Open and honest. 
Efficient and creative. Cost-efficient and aesthetic.

Be inspired.

Your invitation
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The speakers

MOHIT SURYAVANSHI
Kolhapur - India
“Art, technology and aesthetics... a symbiotic perspective”

RICHARD ELLIOTT
County Durham - England 
“Why I choose bredent and BioHPP”

ARTURO OLIVARES
Mexico City - Mexico
“Light as a feather. BioHPP, the high-performance 
physiological polymer in implant prosthetics”

SASA BULIC
Belgrade - Serbia
“Modern techniques for implant-supported hybrid prosthe-
ses in the dental lab - has the future already begun?”



MASAICHI TSUCHIYA
Yokohama - Japan
“Optimal use of the visio.lign veneering system -
approaches in implant prosthetics”

NIKOS MOUZIS
Athens - Greece
“High-quality telescope technology with 
high-performance physiological polymers”

DANESH VAZIFDAR
Mumbai - India
“Polymeric materials in implantology - biocompatibility, 
aesthetics and function”

VASILE BACILA
Slatina - Romania
“Simple or complex - different solutions, same 
philosophy”



The tour

15.05.2019
HEIDELBERG / Germany

17.05.2019
ZAGREB / Croatia

18.05.2019
BELGRADE / Serbia

22.05.2019
ISTANBUL / Turkey

24.05.2019
MADRID / Spain

27.05.2019
TOULOUSE / France

29.05.2019
LONDON / England

31.05./01.06.2019
ST. PETERSBURG / Russia



Location: St Martin in the Fields
Trafalgar Square
London WC2N 4JJ

16:00 - 16:30
16:30 - 17:00
17:00 - 17:30
17:30 - 18:00
18:00 - 18:30
18:30 - 19:00
19:00 - 19:30
19:30 - 20:00
20:00 - 20:30

Mohit Suryavanshi
Richard Elliott
Arturo Olivares
Sasa Bulic
Break/refreshments
Masaiichi Tsuchiya
Nikos Mouzis
Danesh Vazifdar
Vasile Bacila
German-themed bredent party

The event in London

Date: 29.05.2019
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Where to stay

Local recommended hotels include...

Three minute walk...
Amba Charing Cross Hotel
The Trafalgar
Strand Palace Hotel

Five minute walk...
Z Hotel
St Martin’s Lane London

Can’t make the London 
date?

If you would like to attend the 
tour in one of the other countries, 
please email courses@bredent.co.uk 
and we will arrange this for you

To join us in London...
Visit www.bredent.co.uk/Roadshow 

Call 01246 559 599
Email courses@bredent.co.uk  
Speak to your local bredent representative

The ticket price includes all presentations, food and drink 
at the London event. 

How to get there
St Martin in the Field is located in the northeast 
corner of Trafalgar Square.

The closest rail station: Charing Cross train 
station (two minute walk)
The closest underground: Charing Cross 
(three minute walk) and Leicester Square station 
(four minute walk)

Driving
If you are driving to St Martin’s please note it is 
located within the Congestion Charging zone. 
There is no parking on site but passengers can 
be dropped off at the adjacent Duncannon 
Street.

For more information visit 
www.bredent.co.uk/Roadshow
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